
HR3290 Marlin 
2D Wireless Handheld Scanner

Reasons to buy: 

✴ An affordable 2D wireless scanner offering 
exceptional performance.

✴ Utilising Zigbee wireless technology for reliability.

✴ Charge/base station connects RS232 or USB.

✴ Up to 50m transmission distance to base station.

✴ Daisy chain operation of base station for up to 
150m range.

✴ Synchronous, asynchronous or batch modes of 
operation.

✴ Tough housing can take 1.2, drops and IP54 
sealed.

This tough and reliable 2D scanner is ideal for busy 
workplaces that need high performance without the high 
price tag. Utilising Zigbee Wireless technology, the 
H33290 Marlin is well known for its reliability and can 
relay data back to its base station from up to 50m 
away. The station itself doubles up as a charging dock 
and can be connected via USB or the traditional RS232.

Modes of operation include synchronous, asynchronous 
or batch mode, allowing the Marlin to fit seamlessly into 
almost any existing working process. Tough housing 
means the Marlin is also protected from drops of up to 
1.2 meters, and it's completely IP54 sealed to guard 
against water, dust and debris.

Product Overview: 
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HR3290 Marlin 
2D Wireless Handheld Scanner

Comfortable to operate
Weighing only 252g, the HR3290 is among the 
lightest scanners in its category. Coupled with its 
easy-grip design and anti slip rubber coating, it's 
one of the most dependable 1D and 2D scanners 
around.

Dependable and durable
Worried about knocks and bumps on a busy 
factory floor? The HR3290 Marlin was designed 
specifically to perform in the toughest of conditions. 
A drop resistance of 1.2m and a water resistant 
IP54 sealing allows it to withstand tough, everyday 
use with ease.

High performance scanning
The OEM scanning engine inside the HR3290 can 
transmit up to 50m to its base station, as well as 
read 1D and 2D barcodes even when damaged or 
on a low light screen such as a phone or tablet.

Portable scanning made easy
With exceptional lightweight durability, the HR3290 
Marlin is designed with operator comfort in mind. 
Lightweight and ergonomic, the scanner features 
anti-slip rubber insets for a comfortable grip, as 
well extra rubber protection around the scanner 
head to guard against knocks and bumps. It's ideal 
for warehouses, inventory management, outdoor 
activities and point of sale scanning.

Key Features:

Ideal for…
Point of sale - Retail - Warehouse - Inventory management - Express delivery services - Food traceability - 

Electric meter reading - Healthcare
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